Suspension Sleeve
The NEW Eclipse Suspension Sleeve provides extreme durability and comfort for your patient. Imagine not having to
replace suspension sleeves every 3 months. A unique combination of materials and smart design, ST&G has created a
superior suspension sleeve that offers high performance and secure fit.

• Reinforced silicone and strategically located
Parylene® coating provides maximum
durability.
• Dual sleeve design with non-slip inner strip
of surface provides a maximum airtight seal
which eliminates slippage.
• This revolutionary patent pending design
helps keep the sleeve in place even during
the most strenuous activity.
• Depending on activity, the outer Eclipse
sleeve easily folds down over itself to
reduce the length.
• The Parylene® coating does not inhibit
knee flexion which allows for excellent
performance and comfort.
• The Eclipse offers a platinum cured medical
grade silicone with a Parylene® surface
which reduces surface friction between the
sleeve and skin helping in the prevention of
skin shear for fragile skin and blister
reduction.

P/N

Description

Size

Price

3400B-S

BLACK Suspension Sleeve /
Small

Small (41): 41cm – 49cm

$197.00

• The smooth and silky coating allows for
clothing to naturally hang and not bunch up.

3400B-M

BLACK Suspension Sleeve /
Medium

Medium (49): 49cm – 55cm

$197.00

• Warranty: 120 day warranty against defect
and workmanship.

3400B-L

BLACK Suspension Sleeve /
Large

Large (55): 55cm – 62cm

$197.00

Suspension Sleeve Instructions
The Eclipse is a unique two seal suspension system for the active amputee. The Eclipse is designed to be used in variable setups.

The outer Eclipse sleeve can be rolled or folded down, using only the inner sleeve to suspend. For
best suspension, use both sleeves in conjunction with each other. Many variations are
being employed by the amputees currently wearing the Eclipse.
Shiny strip of silicone

Donning the Eclipse

1. Don the short inner sleeve on a clean socket low enough that the shiny end is completely sealed against
the socket wall. Be sure the proximal end of the inner sleeve covers the medial and lateral ears.
Shiny strip of silicone

2. Don the outer sleeve so that the edge of the outer sleeve is in line with the edge of the inner sleeve. Make
sure the shiny strip of silicone of the outer sleeve is touching the inner sleeve’s shiny silicone. Once in
position roll the outer and inner sleeve down.
3. Don the prosthesis.

4. Pull up the inner sleeve.

5. Roll up the outer sleeve. Use extra care to force out any trapped air.

Durability suggestions:
1. Trim the socket edges so there is no extra reverse flairs.
2. Carbon sockets need a coating (super glue) applied to all edges. Carbon is a strong abrasive.
3. Roll the prosthetic socks over the ears before donning the inner Eclipse sleeve.
4. When a hole occurs rotate the outer or inner Eclipse sleeve 5 degrees. The rotation will seal the leak.

